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Areas of concern on the agenda of
this session

• Copyright and licensing
• Privacy and confidentiality

Central concept: information integrity

• The practice of digital reference is based
upon information that has ownership and
value.

• Commerce in information relies on a shared
understanding:
– Who will have access to a particular piece of

information?
– Under what conditions will copies be made?
– Who will have control over its disposition?

Central concept: information integrity

• Depending on the extent to which this shared
understanding is actually followed, we say
– “the integrity of the information was preserved”
– or “the integrity was violated”.

• The essential function of the law is to codify this
shared understanding, and provide penalties for
violations.

• The essential function of technology is to provide
access to information in ways that make violations
difficult.
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Inherent nature of information

• The integrity of information is inherently
difficult to maintain.

• Once violated, it is difficult or impossible to
restore completely.

• This unfortunate point is not only the
underlying reason for today’s session, but a
source of much turmoil in our profession.

Classification of legal issues

I. Type of integrity violation
II. Type of information involved
III. Location of concern
IV. Agent of concern

I. Types of integrity violation
• Disclosure

– includes violations of privacy and confidentiality, also
some license terms

• Copying
– copyrights and license terms

• Modifying
– unauthorized modification of data

• Masquerading
– includes violations of the integrity of the service itself,

due to someone pretending to be the service provider

II. Types of information

• PII (personally identifying information)
• Contents of questions and answers
• Attachments sent to users, including

copyrighted material
• Other materials shown to client, i.e. via

page-pushing or co-browsing
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Locations of concern

• Client computer
• In transit over the network
• 3rd party computer system, such as vendor

or cooperative system
• Computer system under library’s control

Agents of concern

• Someone acting illicitly
– outsider, patron, staff, vendor

• Someone acting mistakenly
– outsider, patron, staff, vendor

• Someone acting under legal authority
– staff, vendor, government agency

Universal aspects of information

1. Anyone who can view information can
copy it.

2. There is always a tradeoff between:

ease of use
cost
ongoing expense}vs.{

control
security

certainty

Specific aspects of digital information

3. Viewing, analyzing, or transmitting
invariably involves making a copy.

4. Access is generally granted or denied
without the intervention of human
judgment.

5. A reference to a piece of information is
itself a piece of information, subject to
these same rules.
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Ways to discourage unauthorized
disclosure and/or copying

• Access control
• Logging
• Encryption

Note the influence of aspect 1: anyone who can view
information can copy it.

Ways to discourage copying of information
once it reaches the client machine

• Purely technical means do not suffice: they can
always be circumvented

• Legal sanctions (i.e. the DMCA) and social
attitudes can discourage circumvention

• The only guarantee is to keep the information
from getting to the client in the first place, i.e. by
using access control

Note the influence of aspect 3: viewing information
invariably involves making a copy.  Also aspect 2.

Ways to discourage circumvention of
access control

• Proper choice and management of passwords
• Policies that guard against human vulnerabilities

(i.e. people not thinking clearly)
• Update systems regularly to guard against newly

discovered technical vulnerabilities

Note the influence of aspect 4: access is granted
automatically, without application of human
judgment

Ways to keep control over
references, such as URLs

• Use references uniquely generated each time
• Use references with a short lifespan
• Tie them to a specific user (i.e. with cookies)
• This is a good example of the tradeoff between

control and usability

Note the influence of aspect 5: references are
themselves information, with all the same
properties.  Also aspect 2: tradeoffs
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Summary
• Impossible to guarantee that information cannot

be disclosed or copied
• Impossible to control what happens to information

once it reaches a computer system  not under our
control

• Impossible to guarantee that access control and
encryption cannot be circumvented

• Possible to make all of these things very difficult
• Control and certainty always come with a price

Technologies in current and/or
prospective use

• E-mail
• Web-based interfaces
• Instant Messaging
• Internet Telephony (VOIP)
• Use of attachments with the other

technologies
• Co-browsing / page-pushing

Vulnerabilities to disclosure
violations

• Cached information:
– Client systems, web proxies, mail transfer

servers, etc.
• Information stored on servers controlled by

other organizations with different policies
• Improper access control
• Improperly secured back-ups
• Lack of encryption for information in transit

Vulnerabilities to copying violations

• Once attachments are sent, no effective way
to control what is done with them

• Attachments may be cached on servers and
may be included in back-ups

• Co-browsing and page-pushing may let
patrons have more access than intended, and
they can copy what they see
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Conclusions
• There are no magic bullets
• Technology doesn’t solve problems, it just

replaces them with different ones
• Technical means for preservation of information

integrity are not very effective unless backed up
by legal and social mechanisms

• Use of technical means requires constant attention
and maintenance

• If you keep all these things in mind, technology
can still play a vital part in guarding the integrity
of the information you are responsible for.


